
AN OCTOPUS ,THE UNIVERSE ‘N’ STUFF
By Cheekykita

Sonja Doubleday is cheekykita, a ridiculous woman comedian that dresses as various
animals, blackholes and an Anus planet.From Manchester and got into comedy after the age
of 40, comedy begins at 40?hopefully. Actress, writer, comic and punk rocker.

‘Mancunian maverick like no one else out there.’ The Alarmist

The Show- A one woman tour de force nonsense trip from sea to space with an
octopus.Starts pretty normal(ish)A woman called Polly sat at home talking to bees and thinks
shes on the change but little does she know the change is becoming/living inside an octopus
anyway she ends up in the sea inside this octopus who happens to be the one from that brill
documentary ‘My Octopus Teacher’ The Octopus is not happy with the mess the
‘manomonsters’(humans)are making of the sea(it's also about the environment a bit and lack
of appreciation for our lush planet) They end up in space ,fly about for a bit, meet the Queen
of space who blasts them back home. Polly is at home and considering next time turning into
a bee, cliffhanger,its got a dancing cat in it, a shark love story and singing/dancing Toast.
Sound alright?Yeah you should come, it will be fun. With support from Best In Class(support
working class comics)

‘Brilliantly surreal and delightfully silly. Made me absolutely howl with laughter.' -( Ellie
Taylor )

AWARDS- Laughing Horse runner up. Funny women Regional finalist. Winner Colchester
new comedian. Second Prize-Max Turner award.Prague Fringe award-Best new show.
Buxton Fringe Best show nomination.

Hilarious' (Alan Davies)

One of my fave comics (Tony law)

‘Clown act of the highest order,floating around in some other ether,cheekykita is
tapped into the magic ,a true gem’ (Tom Ward)

★★★★★ '.It is one of those shows that I would describe as a work of genius without being able
to pin down exactly why.’ Funny Women
★★★★★ It is the silliest, maddest, funniest hour I have ever spent and it is fantastic' Fringe
Review
The Three Sisters, Maggies front Room-Free/PWYC
August 3rd,4th(previews)then until 27th(no shows 9th,14th,22nd)5:15pm(1 hour)
Contact- Sonja -cheekykita@gmail.com
Instagram,twitter, facebook @cheekykita1
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